Members: (attending members in bold): **Andrew Moiseff (Chair)**, John Bennett, **Francine DeFranco**, Gerald Dunne, Gerald Gianutsos, Lynne Goodstein, Lawrence Gramling, Katrina Higgins, Stephen Lucas, **Jose Machado**, Diane Lillo-Martin, Jeffrey von Munkwitz-Smith, Yuhang Rong, **Lauren Smith**, David Wagner, **Robert Weiner**

1. The Sept. 19, 2007 minutes were approved.

2. S/U Grading was approved for AH 291 (3091/ 4091) “Allied Health Internship”

3. Francine DeFranco, who agreed to serve on the joint Faculty Standards / Scholastic Standards subcommittee to review the TLA Task Force Report, wanted us to be aware of the fact that her husband served on the original Task Force. We thanked her for this disclosure and we expressed our confidence that this would not interfere with her performance on the subcommittee.

4. SSSC reserved the Konover Auditorium on Tuesday, November 13 from 3 – 4:30 to host the forum on Academic Integrity/Misconduct. We will begin sending out invitations to selected participants. It was suggested that we speak to our graduate student representative about their potential involvement in the forum.

5. We will contact Senate C&CC to discuss how we might work together to revise INTD course reviews.